June 2009 Events Notice

Submitted by: Peter Shaw
Department: NAS
Event Title: Horticulture Plant Sale ~ 50% off !!
Event Date: Monday - Saturday
Time: 9:00 am– 4:30 pm
Location: Horticulture Center

We are having the end of the fiscal year blowout sale, everything is 50% off the usual great prices. (plants only!)

We are open M-S 9:00 ish to 4:30 or so. Sale is on until the plants are gone.

Cash is preferred but checks are fine… we know where you work.

Happy end of the semester,

peter

******************************************************************************

Submitted by: Dena Taylor
Department: Cabrillo Extension
Event Title: Staff/Faculty Yoga (taught by Paula Saraga)
Event Date: June 22 – July 29, 2009
Time: M/W -12:00-1:00pm
Location: Cabrillo Extension

Register through Cabrillo Extension

******************************************************************************

Submitted by: Francine Van Meter
Department: Teaching & Learning Center
Event Title: Online Teaching Conference
Event Date: June 11 & 12
Time: all day
Location: Cabrillo College

Description of Event: Sponsored by @ONE, this two-day event takes a holistic approach to truly successful online education K-20 (kindergarten through college) — and has something for everyone. If you are an instructor, staff, or an administrator engaged in online education and/or the delivery of online services (student, faculty, library, resources, and technical), or if you are thinking about becoming involved, come join us to exchange ideas and experiences.

http://onlineteachingconference.org/program.html

******************************************************************************
The DBA Faculty Experiential Learning Institute will be held June 8-14\textsuperscript{th} at Cabrillo College's Horticulture Center. It is a magnificent 7-day Institute. Even though it doesn't fall during flex week, you can still get flex credit for attending. --Renee

The Faculty Experiential Learning Institute (FELI) is an experiential 7 day workshop that exposes participants to core exercises and curriculum used in the nine-day Foundation Course that is currently taught to students during the first two weeks of the Digital Bridge Academy’s (DBA) Integrated Bridge Semester at Cabrillo College.

As of Winter 2009 more than 145 faculty from 23 colleges in California have attended one of four FELI workshops. The results have been positive, and faculty members have especially valued the opportunity to build a community on campus, to discuss teaching with other instructors, and to develop new tools and understanding for working with students, especially students who come from poverty.

Participants have included Cabrillo faculty members from many disciplines, ranging from English and Math to Basic Skills, Biology, Chemistry, CIS, Counseling, Dance, Anthropology, History, Early Childhood Education, and Sociology. Faculty members from any discipline can work within the DBA model. Administrators and counselors from several California community colleges who are struggling to find solutions to student retention and matriculation issues have also benefited from the workshops.

Faculty who have attended the FELI have adapted exercises, techniques and insights for their use in their regular classroom or have become a Foundation Course Instructor for DBA. Additionally, many have personally benefited from the insights gained into their own lives and the nature of their relationships by attending this institute. To learn more and see testimonials from faculty, please go to:  http://www.cabrillo.edu/academics/digitalbridge/prof_dev.html

Participation is FREE. Breakfast and lunch will be served each day. All Faculty, Program Chairs and Deans are encouraged to attend. If these opportunities interest you, please contact Beth Nelson, DBA Program Manager for additional information at benelson@cabrillo.edu or 477-3272.